
FOOD&TRAVEL

Far from being a party island, Mykonos is actually 
a bastion of healthy living. Smoker, drinker and  
all round bon viveur Joseph Bullmore packs 

away the fags and gets out his yoga mat

Greek Sun  
Salutation

  EAT · DRINK · ESCAPE  
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M
ykonos is an island of  
two halves. The t-shirts 
that line the alleyways  
of the Old Town say 
things like ‘What 

happens in Mykonos stays in Mykonos’, 
and they’re worn by 18-year-olds from 
the home counties who missed their 
UCAS offers but are going to bloody well 
celebrate anyway. You can order a kebab 
while you wait in line to get a henna 
tattoo on the small of your back, and  
if you buy a one-way bus ticket from the 
Scandinavian Party Hotel to the strip, 
you’ll find a cubic foot of Ouzo waiting 
for you on the corresponding seat. 

But Mykonos is only pretending  
to be bad. Zoom out from the novelty 
postcard image of portly bathers and 
sobbing teenagers, and you’ll see an  
island practically drowning in health.  
Fish jump directly from the clear waters  
to the barbecue; nonagenarian tour 
guides jaunt around ruins that they  
saw in the planning stages; and the air  
is good enough to drink, if you can put 
down the rosé for a moment. 

And then, at the centre of it all, there’s 
Helios Retreats. If there was a Bilderberg group for wellness advisors 
and clean-eating bloggers (not to give that lot any ideas) this white-
washed mansion atop the island’s tallest hill would function nicely as 
its HQ. Since touching down on the runway, I have been shanghaied in 
a blacked-out Mercedes past enough goatherders to populate several 
of the quieter books of the Old Testament, smiled at by dozens of 

helpful porters, and bolstered with an 
unheeded green juice that tastes like a 
freshly-cut grass smells. By the time my 
hour-long welcome massage commences 
at the hands of a golden skinned woman 
in white linens (who tells me I have very 
distinctive calf muscles, by the way, if 
any leg-modelling agencies are short on 
talent), I’m concerned that this whole 

thing might be some sort of horrible misunderstanding. 
Because I am not, as it happens, your typical health retreat attendee. 

I have been smoking since I realised girls also did it, I always demand 
full-fat tonic water and I have a gold card (which may well turn 
platinum if this plug goes to plan) at the Best Mangal grill in Fulham. 
Do I deserve this vast suite and panoramic balcony? The welcome pack 

FROM TOP: Annie Clarke strikes a pose on the island’s tallest peak;  
an evening stroll down to the lagoon; chef Bill Sarellas’ (strictly  
alcohol free) cocktails
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FROM TOP: To infinity pool and beyond; the traditional timber beams of the mansion; 
swapping the punchbowl for the punchbag with Danny Osborne; twilight over the bay
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In the evenings, yoga. Our guide 
here is Annie Clarke, the guru behind 
the wellness phenomenon Mind 
Body Bowl. As we begin, Annie tells 
us to empty our minds of any worries 
that might be weighing us down. But 
beyond ‘How on earth did my foot get 
up here’, there’s not much in this place 

to trouble you, really. The 
outrageous food is conjured 
up three courses at a time by 
Bill Sarellas, a moustachioed 
young chef who really ought to 
have his own television show; a 
platoon of maids ensure you’re 
drinking enough spring water 
and that your towels appear 
each evening in OCD-ish rolls 
along the marble sideboards; 
and a nigh-on telepathic 
concierge intercepts your 
whims (from quad bike tours, 

to impromptu tennis tournaments, to jaunts around the 
Old Town) far before you’ve put them into words. 

Not that any of that stuff really matters, of course. 
The real beauty of Helios isn’t what it does for you when 
you’re out there, but how it makes you feel when you 
return. A full rundown of the positive side effects would 
look a lot like showing off, and might well dent my 
already ailing street cred (Helios is strictly alcohol and 
cigarette free – it’s a lot easier to defer such gratification 
when you see just how far a week without it can get you.) 
Instead I’ll put it this way, with respect to A-level revellers 
and ouzo enthusiasts everywhere: if a trip to The Other 
Side of The Island leaves you a shadow of your former 
self, then a week in the rarefied atmosphere of Helios 
does the precise opposite. n

Book it: From £1,995 pp for a six-night stay. heliosretreats.com

that looks like the window display at the Kensington 
Whole Foods? This monogrammed yoga mat (how  
did they know my middle names!)? The monsoon 
shower with built-in surround sound? This imposter 
syndrome lingers until the end of that first evening,  
by which point a joyous dinner of sea-bream and a 
sunset swim with my beaming fellow inmates convinces 
me everything might just be alright. I sleep like a baby 
with a particularly secure set of finances. 

And then it is seven am, and I am sprinting up a 
hill. The orchestrator of this unlikely scene is Danny 
Osborne, a world-renowned personal trainer and a 
genuinely lovely young man, despite what my burning 
thighs will tell you. This is how every day at Helios starts: 
with squat jumps, and planks, and dips, and all sorts of 
things you’d never do to yourself unless someone was 
shouting encouraging things at you. Danny has a very 
clever habit of stopping the exercise just when you think 
you’re about to die, and a telepathic knack of timing 
the whole thing to a tropical house soundtrack, which 
somehow helps. By the end of the first session  
I couldn’t tell what were tears and what was Fiji water. 
And then, an hour later, something miraculous: a 
wave of smugness and euphoria, followed by the alien 
sensation of thoroughly deserving my brunch. When  
I hear there’s to be a boxing session on the helipad later 
(one of my new favourite sentences, by the way) I joyfully 
punch the air, which everyone agrees is a bit premature. 

But first, the formality of a sloping hike down to a 
deserted pontoon in the bay. This part of the island 
feels suitably wild and windswept, and, save for a 
motorcade of Spanish hen do-ers who wolf whistle 
at some of the prettier boys, we meet no-one. The 
landscape, in fact, is almost too Greek: miniature dust-
coated chapels, clusters of olive trees, eerie little coves, 
sweeping orchards. It feels a bit like being in one of 
those 18th-century oil paintings that depict the birth 
of Ariadne, or something. Only with more Nike Free 
Runs and slightly fewer cherubs. 
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